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ABSTRACT _'

A frequency discriminator designed to determine the carrier
.frequency or duty cycle of short bursts of radio signals is presented.
£t gives a discrimination characteristic with steep slope, and also
reduces the coupling between the discr! mination ard transient characteris-
tics of existing devices. It uses (for transforming the f requency
change to a voltage change) the slope of the envelope of the frequency
;spectrum cf amplitudes with rectangular frequency characteristics of
ithe filter. The use of this method is desirable with input signals
jof short bursts. This pulse frequency discriminator is analyzed, using
Fourier transforms, by studying the analogy between it and a pulse time
discriminator. The output signal of the frequency discriminator is
'formed by subtracting the symmetrically tuned filter response at the
.input. In the time discriminator, the output is presented by the
Idifference of the input and gating pulses wi.th a symmetrical time shift.
IThe output signals of the frequency discriminator. With symnmetrical
to~ning, the orthogonal component of the fi .ter can be neglected, and
the output signal is considered proportional to the difference of the
in-phase components. Thus, this discriminator is an application of
synchronous detection. Orig. art. has: 16 formulas.
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PULSE FREQUENCY DISCRIMINATOR

Sh. M. Chabdarov

In radio electroniicr in a number of cases the problem of deter-

mination of carrier frequency of signals with wide spectrum arises.

This problem is complicated when error in determination of carrier

must be significantly less than the width of x;,ectrum of analyzed

signal (in particular, precision measurements of filler frequency of

a short pulse).

In literature are given results of analytic and experimental

investigation frequency discriminators in pulsed operation, showing

the possibility of their use with short input signals [1-3). A

well-1 n.wn detector-discriminator [4] also is intended for separation

of short radio pulses by filler frequency, but in many cases devices

with odd discrimination characteristics are preferable.

Discriminators examined 'n (1-3) are based on conversion of fre-

que'cy shift t voltage change through slope of amplitude or phase of

frc.uency char1cteristics of corresponding filter systems. The

slope of discrimination characteristic is determined by the slope of

the frequency curve of resonant filter systems, i.e., their Q factor.

Therefore increasing the slope of the discrimination characteristic

Delivered at the Scientific and Technical Conference at Kazan
Aviation Institute 27 March 1964.
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of detectors lecreased its width and leads to impairment of dynamic

propenles of the detectors.

'A 1; is known [23, during operation of such discriminators In

pulso aode, there is a limitation on the highest possible of filter

systs, connected with duration of input signal.

However, another approach to designing the frequency discriminator

for pulses Is possible, i.e., the use for conversion of frequency

shift to voltage change of the slope of the envelope of the frequency

spectrm of amplitudes, with rectangular frequency curves of filter

system. This will allow us to obtain a discrimination characteristic

witi. steep slope, and also to weaken the so strong relationship

between discrimination and transfer characteristics .of all existing

devices.

It is not difficult to see that use of the slope of the frequency

curve of filter systems is efficient for input signals having an

amplitude spectrum with sufficiently sharp drops, i.e., with con-

tinuous signals. Evenness of drop of envelope of spectrum is an

undesirable factor, decreasing the slope of the discrimination char-

acteristic. Use of slope of envelope of spectrum of amplitudes of

input signal with rectangular filter characteristic is efficient for

short input signals. An undesirable factor here is a nonrectangular

filter characteristic.

FDuring analysis of the c xamined pulse frequency discriminator,

the method of simulation of properties and processes in the frequency

discriminator by means of corresponding properties and processes in

pulse-time discriminators can be useful. This possibility emanates

from the analogy between processes taking place in these devices and

is based on the properties of the Fourier transform. Actually, the

output signal of the frequency discriminator is formed by means of

subtraction of detected responses of filters symmetrically detuned

relative to a certain frequency to input pulse. The output signal

of the time discriminator is the difference in results of coincidence

between input and gating pulses, symmetrically shifted relative to a

certain int~tant.
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As it is known, the structure of spectrum of the envelope of a

radio signal with filler frequency w0 can be obtained from its spectrum
by means of displacing the start of frequency reading to point wO .

Therefore the output signal L/12(t) of the frequency discriminator and

its spectrum S.1 (-)can be recorded in the form

L4 (*) I )' (€A) - 4', (Aus-1 (1)

2(2St (-s) - Pol (AS) - 02 (A-)l SIV vu). ( 2)

where

U'.(t) and SV (Aa) are input signal and its spectrum respectively;
0i(Aw) frequency characteristic cf filters (i - 1, 2);
A= - 0 - "displaced" frequency, with beginning of reading at

point w0'

For the time discriminator with video gating pulses it is possible

to record accordingly:
It

S'a, ( ) - [ '" (1 1(t) - t:)Ile-1-dt. (14)

When the following conditions are not

from relationships (1) and (4) it follows that

- u j, () .- s ...- ),(7)

and accordingly from (2) and (3) we have

* ,Z

Thus, when conditions (5) and (6) are met, the output signal Qf
the frequency discriminator, witn accuracy of cofactor 1/2u, is the

mirror image of the frequency spectrum of che output signal of the

time discriminator (to shorter time correspond higher frequencies,

and conversely), and the spectrum of the signal of the frequency

{ FTD-MT-24-206-68 3



, discriminator is the same for the output pulse of the time eiscrial-
nators. This will allow us to apply the theory and met hld,

dI iyels of tim dsm e fstors to oetion of mthods o an alsin

syvntheoils or pulse frequer.cy discriminators,, and also,, pov~sib, V, to

create a single theory for discriminators of short pulses.

SThe examined frequenc7 discriminator possesses the follow.*,n pecu-

liarity. As It is known, the envelope of the transfer character1,sic

of the broad band filter with detuning contains cophasal P(t) anl

orthogonal Q(t) components (5]:

A(O - P(O sIR ** + Q(t)co.. (9)

Let us asstme that . and '&W are lower and upper cutoff frequencies of

the rectangular frequency curve of filter respectively, ard that k is

the slope of its phase characteristic. When

(10)

for the case of < N in [5] are obtained the following expressions

for cophasal and orthogonal components:

(12)

For the case of .<t<N. it is possible, following the method of [5),

to obtain analogous expressions:

* " :- -**,- -. ,
2

For sufficiently large values of argument the value of the integral

cosine is negligible; therefore if condition (10) Is met, with sym-

metric detuning, from relationships (12) ..id (14) It follows that

Qer dti forao (1 ) i tha

Consequently, the output signal of the discriminator can be considetre.

approximately to the difference between cophasal components
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Thus, information about carrier frequency of input is contalned

basically in cophasal coponents of filter response. Therefore iU

the pulse frequency discrimination It Is possible to use synehmnmoma

detection.
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